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First English Exam 

 

Charlie Chaplin was a great artist .He used to wear a black suit and a black hat ,and he had 

a little moustache .Charlie was a funny man . He was born in 1889 in south London . His 

family was a very poor .When he was about twelve, he got his  the first chance to act 

legitimate  stage show and appeared  as « Billy » .Charlie started  a career as comidian at 

the age of 15year old . Eight years later he went to USA and made a famous film 

 

Part one ; 14pts 

   Section one ; Reading comprehension (07pts) 

       A/Read the text and say if these statmement are « True » or « False «  then correct the 

mistakes(0 3pts) 

 Charlie  started his career as Journalist …….. 

 Nine years later he went to France … ……  

 He was born in south London ………………. 

 

B/ Read the text the and answer  questions(03pts) 

 a-What did he do at the age of 15 ? ................................. 

 b-Did he go to USA ?  ..................... 

 c-When was Charlie born  ?...................................................... 

  

C/ Find in the text opposites of these words :(01pt) 

        finished≠……………..       Waman ≠……………. 

 

Section two : Mastery of vlanguage(07pts) 

A /Give the correct form of these verbs(03pts) 

   a-Jane (to play ) …………………… judo always  

    b – At the age 11 , Charlie ( to get)…………. the chance to act 

a- In 1917 ,he (decide)……………..to become an independent producer 

B/Make negative form of these sentences(03pts) : 

     a-Charlie was a funny man.   ……………………………………………….. 

     b-He lived i London.                ……………………………………………….. 

C/ Classify these verbs according to the finl « ed « »(02pts) 

     ended      _ dreamed        _   looked        _    lived 

                    /t /        /d/                      /id/ 

…………………………

………… 

………………………………

……………. 

………………………………

…………….. 

 



 

 

Part two :Written experssion (06pts) 

    Your teacher ask you to write short biography about  Jim Carrey . 

Use this information card to write it 

Name : Jim Carrey 

Date of birth : January 17 th   1962 

Place of birth : Canda 

Job :   actor 

Physical appearance : tall/ Slim/black hair /black eyes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The correction : 
Part one ; 14pts 

       A/ « True » or « False «  then correct the mistakes 

 Charlie  started his career as Journalist : False  the correction :Charlie Chaplin was 

a great artist  …….. 

 Nine years later he went to France :False the correction :Eight years later he went 

to USA 

 He was born in south London : True   

 

B/ Read the text the and answer  questions(03pts) 

       a-What did he do at the age of 15 ?  

Charlie started  a career as comidian at the age of 15year old 

        b-Did he go to USA ?  

  yes  he went to USA and made a famous film 

 

         c-When was Charlie born  ? 

 He was born in 1889 in south London ... 

 

C/ Find in the text opposites of these words :(01pt) 

        finished≠ started       Waman ≠ man  

 

Section two : Mastery of vlanguage(07pts) 

A /Give the correct form of these verbs(03pts) 

   a-Jane (to play )  playing judo always  

    b – At the age 11 , Charlie ( to get)  to got the chance to act 

In 1917 ,he (decide) decided  to become an independent producer 

B/Make negative form of these sentences(03pts) : 

     a-Charlie was a funny man.    

Charlie was not a funny man.  

    b-He lived i London.     
 He didn't lived in London 

             

C/ Classify these verbs according to the finl « ed « »(02pts) 

     ended      _ dreamed        _   _     

                    /t /        /d/                      /id/ 

looked         dreamed         

lived 

ended       

 

 


